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HIV-1 Geno-Sen’s Real Time PCR Kit for use with the Rotor
Gene™ 2000/3000/6000 (Corbett Research).

1. Contents of the Kit:
Cat. No. 9111002
50 rxns

Cat. No. 9111003
25 rxns

HIV-1 Super mix.

Cat. No.
9111001
100 rxns
25 rxns x 4 Vials

25 rxns x 2 Vials

25 rxns x 1 Vials

Mg Sol RT.

1 Vial

1 Vial

1 Vial

HIV-1 Standard 1
1 X 105 copies/µl

1 Vial of 300µl

1 Vial of 300µl

1 Vial of 300µl

HIV-1 Standard 2
1 X 104 copies/µl

1 Vial of 300µl

1 Vial of 300µl

1 Vial of 300µl

Red
HIV-1:
S3

HIV-1 Standard 3
1 X 103 copies/µl

1 Vial of 300µl

1 Vial of 300µl

1 Vial of 300µl

Red
HIV-1:
S4

HIV-1 Standard 4
1 X 102 copies/µl

1 Vial of 300µl

1 Vial of 300µl

1 Vial of 300µl

Red
HIV-1:
S5

HIV-1 Standard 5
1 X 101 copies/µl

1 Vial of 300µl

1 Vial of 300µl

1 Vial of 300µl

Red
W
White

Molecular Grade
Water.

1 Vials of 1 ml

1 Vial of 1 ml

1 Vial of 1 ml

IC-1 RG (R3)

1 Vial of 1 ml

1 Vial of 1 ml

1 Vial of 1 ml

Color
Code
R1
Blue
R2
Yellow
HIV-1:
S1
Red
HIV-1:
S2

IC-1 (R3)
Green

Contents

R = Reagents
S = Quantitation Standards
W = Molecular Grade Water.

All Vials have Color Coder tops to distinguish between different reagents.

2. Storage of the Kit.
All the reagents of the kit should be stored at -20°C and is stable till expiry at this
temperature. Repeated thawing and freezing (> 3x) should be avoided, as this may
reduce the sensitivity of the assay. If the kit is to be used only occasionally, the
reagents should be frozen in aliquots. Storage at +4°C is not recommended & should
not exceed a period of 2 hours in any case.
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3. HIV-1 Information
Application
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is the most significant new pathogen that emerged
during the twentieth century. It mutates extensively and shows high gene diversity.
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is a lentivirus (a member of the retrovirus family) that
causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), a condition in humans in which
progressive failure of the immune system allows life-threatening opportunistic infections and
cancers to thrive.
HIV infects vital cells in the human immune system such as helper T cells (specifically CD4+
T cells), macrophages, and dendritic cells. HIV infection leads to low levels of CD4+ T cells
through three main mechanisms: First, direct viral killing of infected cells; second, increased
rates of apoptosis in infected cells; and third, killing of infected CD4+ T cells by CD8 cytotoxic
lymphocytes that recognize infected cells. When CD4+ T cell numbers decline below a
critical level, cell-mediated immunity is lost, and the body becomes progressively more
susceptible to opportunistic infections.
Lentiviruses have many morphologies and biological properties in common. Many species
are infected by lentiviruses, which are characteristically responsible for long-duration
illnesses with a long incubation period.[6] Lentiviruses are transmitted as single-stranded,
positive-sense, enveloped RNA viruses. Upon entry into the target cell, the viral RNA
genome is converted (reverse transcribed) into double-stranded DNA by a virally encoded
reverse transcriptase that is transported along with the viral genome in the virus particle. The
resulting viral DNA is then imported into the cell nucleus and integrated into the cellular DNA
by a virally encoded integrase and host co-factors. Once integrated, the virus may become
latent, allowing the virus and its host cell to avoid detection by the immune system.
Alternatively, the virus may be transcribed, producing new RNA genomes and viral proteins
that are packaged and released from the cell as new virus particles that begin the replication
cycle a new.
Two types of HIV have been characterized: HIV-1 and HIV-2. HIV-1 is the virus that was
initially discovered and termed both LAV and HTLV-III. It is more virulent, more infective, and
is the cause of the majority of HIV infections globally. The lower infectivity of HIV-2
compared to HIV-1 implies that fewer of those exposed to HIV-2 will be infected per
exposure. Because of its relatively poor capacity for transmission, HIV-2 is largely confined
to West Africa.
Structure and genome of HIV



The Rotor Gene™ 2000/3000/6000 is a registered trademark of Corbett Research, Australia.
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HIV Virus Diagram
HIV is different in structure from other retroviruses. It is roughly spherical with a diameter of
about 120 nm, around 60 times smaller than a red blood cell, yet large for a virus. It is
composed of two copies of positive single-stranded RNA that codes for the virus's nine
genes enclosed by a conical capsid composed of 2,000 copies of the viral protein p24. The
single-stranded RNA is tightly bound to nucleocapsid proteins, p7, and enzymes needed for
the development of the virion such as reverse transcriptase, proteases, ribonuclease and
integrase. A matrix composed of the viral protein p17 surrounds the capsid ensuring the
integrity of the virion particle.

This is, in turn, surrounded by the viral envelope that is composed of two layers of fatty
molecules called phospholipids taken from the membrane of a human cell when a newly
formed virus particle buds from the cell. Embedded in the viral envelope are proteins from
the host cell and about 70 copies of a complex HIV protein that protrudes through the
surface of the virus particle. This protein, known as Env, consists of a cap made of three
molecules called glycoprotein (gp) 120, and a stem consisting of three gp41 molecules that
anchor the structure into the viral envelope. This glycoprotein complex enables the virus to
attach to and fuse with target cells to initiate the infectious cycle.[13] Both these surface
proteins, especially gp120, have been considered as targets of future treatments or vaccines
against HIV.

The RNA genome consists of at least seven structural landmarks (LTR, TAR, RRE, PE,
SLIP, CRS, and INS), and nine genes (gag, pol, and env, tat, rev, nef, vif, vpr, vpu, and
sometimes a tenth tev, which is a fusion of tat env and rev), encoding 19 proteins. Three of
env,
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ultimately become a commensal organism. Having achieved a low pathogenicity, over time,
variants more successful at transmission will be selected.
Replication cycle of HIV

Entry to the cell
HIV enters macrophages and CD4+ T cells by the adsorption of glycoproteins on its surface
to receptors on the target cell followed by fusion of the viral envelope with the cell membrane
and the release of the HIV capsid into the cell.
Entry to the cell begins through interaction of the trimeric envelope complex (gp160 spike)
and both CD4 and a chemokine receptor (generally either CCR5 or CXCR4, but others are
known to interact) on the cell surface. gp120 binds to integrin α4β7 activating LFA-1 the
central integrin involved in the establishment of virological synapses, which faci7itate efficient
cell-to-cell spreading of HIV-1. The gp160 spike contains binding domains for both CD4 and
chemokine receptors.
The first step in fusion involves the high-affinity attachment of the CD4 binding domains of
gp120 to CD4. Once gp120 is bound with the CD4 protein, the envelope complex undergoes
a structural change, exposing the chemokine binding domains of gp120 and allowing them to
interact with the target chemokine receptor. This allows for a more stable two-pronged
attachment, which allows the N-terminal fusion peptide gp41 to penetrate the cell
membrane. Repeat sequences in gp41, HR1, and HR2 then interact, causing the collapse of
the extracellular portion of gp41 into a hairpin. This loop structure brings the virus and cell
membranes close together, allowing fusion of the membranes and subsequent entry of the
viral capsid.
After HIV has bound to the target cell, the HIV RNA and various enzymes, including reverse
transcriptase, integrase, ribonuclease, and protease, are injected into the cell. During the
microtubule-based transport to the nucleus, the viral single-strand RNA genome is
transcribed into double-strand DNA, which is then integrated into a host chromosome.
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HIV can infect dendritic cells (DCs) by this CD4-CCR5 route, but another route using
mannose-specific C-type lectin receptors such as DC-SIGN can also be used. DCs are one
of the first cells encountered by the virus during sexual transmission. They are currently
thought to play an important role by transmitting HIV to T-cells when the virus is captured in
the mucosa by DCs. The presence of FEZ-1, which occurs naturally in neurons, is believed
to prevent the infection of cells by HIV.
Replication and transcription
Shortly after the viral capsid enters the cell, an enzyme called reverse transcriptase liberates
the single-stranded (+)RNA genome from the attached viral proteins and copies it into a
complementary DNA (cDNA) molecule. The process of reverse transcription is extremely
error-prone, and the resulting mutations may cause drug resistance or allow the virus to
evade the body's immune system. The reverse transcriptase also has ribonuclease activity
that degrades the viral RNA during the synthesis of cDNA, as well as DNA-dependent DNA
polymerase activity that creates a sense DNA from the antisense cDNA. Together, the cDNA
and its complement form a double-stranded viral DNA that is then transported into the cell
nucleus. The integration of the viral DNA into the host cell's genome is carried out by
another viral enzyme called integrase.
This integrated viral DNA may then lie dormant, in the latent stage of HIV infection. To
actively produce the virus, certain cellular transcription factors need to be present, the most
important of which is NF-κB (NF kappa B), which is upregulated when T-cells become
activated. This means that those cells most likely to be killed by HIV are those currently
fighting infection.
During viral replication, the integrated DNA provirus is transcribed into mRNA, which is then
spliced into smaller pieces. These small pieces are exported from the nucleus into the
cytoplasm, where they are translated into the regulatory proteins Tat (which encourages new
virus production) and Rev. As the newly produced Rev protein accumulates in the nucleus, it
binds to viral mRNAs and allows unspliced RNAs to leave the nucleus, where they are
otherwise retained until spliced. At this stage, the structural proteins Gag and Env are
produced from the full-length mRNA. The full-length RNA is actually the virus genome; it
binds to the Gag protein and is packaged into new virus particles.
HIV-1 and HIV-2 appear to package their RNA differently; HIV-1 will bind to any appropriate
RNA, whereas HIV-2 will preferentially bind to the mRNA that was used to create the Gag
protein itself. This may mean that HIV-1 is better able to mutate (HIV-1 infection progresses
to AIDS faster than HIV-2 infection and is responsible for the majority of global infections).
Assembly and release

HIV assembling on the surface of an infected macrophage.
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The final step of the viral cycle, assembly of new HIV-1 virons, begins at the plasma
membrane of the host cell. The Env polyprotein (gp160) goes through the endoplasmic
reticulum and is transported to the Golgi complex where it is cleaved by protease and
processed into the two HIV envelope glycoproteins gp41 and gp120. These are transported
to the plasma membrane of the host cell where gp41 anchors the gp120 to the membrane of
the infected cell. The Gag (p55) and Gag-Pol (p160) polyproteins also associate with the
inner surface of the plasma membrane along with the HIV genomic RNA as the forming
virion begins to bud from the host cell. Maturation occurs either in the forming bud or in the
immature virion after it buds from the host cell. During maturation, HIV proteases cleave the
polyproteins into individual functional HIV proteins and enzymes. The various structural
components then assemble to produce a mature HIV virion. This cleavage step can be
inhibited by protease inhibitors. The mature virus is then able to infect another cell.

Genetic variability
Subtypes of HIV

The phylogenetic tree of the SIV and HIV
HIV differs from many viruses in that it has very high genetic variability. This diversity is a
result of its fast replication cycle, with the generation of about 1010 virions every day, coupled
with a high mutation rate of approximately 3 x 10−5 per nucleotide base per cycle of
replication and recombinogenic properties of reverse transcriptase.
This complex scenario leads to the generation of many variants of HIV in a single infected
patient in the course of one day. This variability is compounded when a single cell is
simultaneously infected by two or more different strains of HIV. When simultaneous infection
occurs, the genome of progeny virions may be composed of RNA strands from two different
strains. This hybrid virion then infects a new cell where it undergoes replication. As this
happens, the reverse transcriptase, by jumping back and forth between the two different
RNA templates, will generate a newly synthesized retroviral DNA sequence that is a
recombinant between the two parental genomes. This recombination is most obvious when it
occurs between subtypes.
The closely related simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) has evolved into many strains,
classified by the natural host species. SIV strains of the African green monkey (SIVagm) and
sooty mangabey (SIVsmm) are thought to have a long evolutionary history with their hosts.
These hosts have adapted to the presence of the virus, which is present at high levels in the
host's blood but evokes only a mild immune response, does not cause the development of
simian AIDS, and does not undergo the extensive mutation and recombination typical of HIV
infection in humans.
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In contrast, when these strains infect species that have not adapted to SIV ("heterologous"
hosts such as rhesus or cynomologus macaques), the animals develop AIDS and the virus
generates genetic diversity similar to what is seen in human HIV infection. Chimpanzee SIV
(SIVcpz), the closest genetic relative of HIV-1, is associated with increased mortality and
AIDS-like symptoms in its natural host. SIVcpz appears to have been transmitted relatively
recently to chimpanzee and human populations, so their hosts have not yet adapted to the
virus. This virus has also lost a function of the Nef gene that is present in most SIVs; without
this function, T cell depletion is more likely, leading to immunodeficiency.
Three groups of HIV-1 have been identified on the basis of differences in the envelope (env)
region: M, N, and O. Group M is the most prevalent and is subdivided into eight subtypes (or
clades), based on the whole genome, which are geographically distinct. The most prevalent
are subtypes B (found mainly in North America and Europe), A and D (found mainly in
Africa), and C (found mainly in Africa and Asia); these subtypes form branches in the
phylogenetic tree representing the lineage of the M group of HIV-1. Coinfection with distinct
subtypes gives rise to circulating recombinant forms (CRFs). In 2000, the last year in which
an analysis of global subtype prevalence was made, 47.2% of infections worldwide were of
subtype C, 26.7% were of subtype A/CRF02_AG, 12.3% were of subtype B, 5.3% were of
subtype D, 3.2% were of CRF_AE, and the remaining 5.3% were composed of other
subtypes and CRFs. Most HIV-1 research is focused on subtype B; few laboratories focus
on the other subtypes. The existence of a fourth group, "P", has been hypothesised based
on a virus isolated in 2009. The strain is apparently derived from gorilla SIV (SIVgor), first
isolated from western lowland gorillas in 2006.
The genetic sequence of HIV-2 is only partially homologous to HIV-1 and more closely
resembles that of SIVsmm.

Diagnosis

A generalized graph of the relationship between HIV copies (viral load) and CD4 counts over
the average course of untreated HIV infection; any particular individual's disease course may
vary considerably. CD4+ T cell count (cells per µL), HIV RNA copies per mL of plasma
Many HIV-positive people are unaware that they are infected with the virus. For example, in
2001 less than 1% of the sexually active urban population in Africa have been tested and
this proportion is even lower in rural populations. Furthermore, in 2001 only 0.5% of
pregnant women attending urban health facilities are counselled, tested or receive their test
results. Again, this proportion is even lower in rural health facilities. Since donors may
therefore be unaware of their infection, donor blood and blood products used in medicine
and medical research are routinely screened for HIV.
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HIV-1 testing is initially by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) to detect
antibodies to HIV-1. Specimens with a nonreactive result from the initial ELISA are
considered HIV-negative unless new exposure to an infected partner or partner of unknown
HIV status has occurred. Specimens with a reactive ELISA result are retested in duplicate. If
the result of either duplicate test is reactive, the specimen is reported as repeatedly reactive
and undergoes confirmatory testing with a more specific supplemental test (e.g., Western
blot or, less commonly, an immunofluorescence assay (IFA)). Only specimens that are
repeatedly reactive by ELISA and positive by IFA or reactive by Western blot are considered
HIV-positive and indicative of HIV infection. Specimens that are repeatedly ELISA-reactive
occasionally provide an indeterminate Western blot result, which may be either an
incomplete antibody response to HIV in an infected person or nonspecific reactions in an
uninfected person.
Although IFA can be used to confirm infection in these ambiguous cases, this assay is not
widely used. In general, a second specimen should be collected more than a month later
and retested for persons with indeterminate Western blot results. Nucleic acid testing (e.g.,
viral RNA or proviral DNA amplification method) can help diagnosis in every situation. In
addition, a few tested specimens might provide inconclusive results because of a low
quantity specimen. In these situations, a second specimen is collected and tested for HIV
infection.
Modern HIV testing is extremely accurate. A single screening test is correct more than 99%
of the time. The chance of a false-positive result in standard two-step testing protocol is
estimated to be about 1 in 250,000 in a low risk population. Testing post exposure is
recommended initially and at six week, three months, and six months.
For Confirmation & monitoring of Therapy the Real Time PCR or other Molecular Diagnostic
assays are recommended. However Real Time Assays are the first choice due to their
simplicity, accuracy & ease of performance.

History & Discovery
AIDS was first clinically observed in 1981 in the United States. The initial cases were a
cluster of injection drug users and gay men with no known cause of impaired immunity
showed symptoms of Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP), a rare opportunistic infection
that was known to occur in people with very compromised immune systems. Soon
thereafter, additional gay men developed a previously rare skin cancer called Kaposi's
sarcoma (KS). Many more cases of PCP and KS emerged, alerting U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) and a CDC task force was formed to monitor the outbreak.
In the beginning, the CDC did not have an official name for the disease, often referring to it
by way of the diseases that were associated with it, for example, lymphadenopathy, the
disease after which the discoverers of HIV originally named the virus. They also used
Kaposi's Sarcoma and Opportunistic Infections, the name by which a task force had been
set up in 1981. In the general press, the term GRID, which stood for gay-related immune
deficiency, had been coined. The CDC, in search of a name, and looking at the infected
communities coined “the 4H disease, ” as it seemed to single out Haitians, homosexuals,
hemophiliacs, and heroin users. However, after determining that AIDS was not isolated to
the gay community, it was realized that the term GRID was misleading and AIDS was
introduced at a meeting in July 1982. By September 1982 the CDC started using the name
AIDS.
In 1983, two separate research groups led by Robert Gallo and Luc Montagnier
independently declared that a novel retrovirus may have been infecting AIDS patients, and
published their findings in the same issue of the journal Science. Gallo claimed that a virus
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his group had isolated from an AIDS patient was strikingly similar in shape to other human Tlymphotropic viruses (HTLVs) his group had been the first to isolate. Gallo's group called
their newly isolated virus HTLV-III. At the same time, Montagnier's group isolated a virus
from a patient presenting with swelling of the lymph nodes of the neck and physical
weakness, two classic symptoms of AIDS. Contradicting the report from Gallo's group,
Montagnier and his colleagues showed that core proteins of this virus were immunologically
different from those of HTLV-I. Montagnier's group named their isolated virus
lymphadenopathy-associated virus (LAV). As these two viruses turned out to be the same, in
1986, LAV and HTLV-III were renamed HIV.

Origins
Both HIV-1 and HIV-2 are believed to have originated in non-human primates in Westcentral Africa and were transferred to humans (a process known as zoonosis) in the early
20th century. HIV-1 appears to have originated in southern Cameroon through the evolution
of SIV(cpz), a simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) that infects wild chimpanzees (HIV-1
descends from the SIVcpz endemic in the chimpanzee subspecies Pan troglodytes
troglodytes). The closest relative of HIV-2 is SIV(smm), a virus of the sooty mangabey
(Cercocebus atys atys), an Old World monkey living in litoral West Africa (from southern
Senegal to western Côte d'Ivoire). New World monkeys such as the owl monkey are
resistant to HIV-1 infection, possibly because of a genomic fusion of two viral resistance
genes. HIV-1 is thought to have jumped the species barrier on at least three separate
occasions, giving rise to the three groups of the virus, M, N, and O.
There is evidence that humans who participate in bushmeat activities, either as hunters or as
bushmeat vendors, commonly acquire SIV. However, SIV is a weak virus, it is typically
suppressed by the human immune system within weeks of infection. It is thought that several
transmissions of the virus from individual to individual in quick succession are necessary to
allow it enough time to mutate into HIV. Furthermore, due to its relatively low person-toperson transmission rate, it can only spread throughout the population in the presence of
one or more of high-risk transmission channels, which are thought to have been absent in
Africa prior to the 20th century.
Specific proposed high-risk transmission channels, allowing the virus to adapt to humans
and spread throughout the society, depend on the proposed timing of the animal-to-human
crossing. Genetic studies of the virus suggest that the most recent common ancestor of the
HIV-1 M group dates back to circa 1910. Proponents of this dating link the HIV epidemic with
the emergence of colonialism and growth of large colonial African cities, leading to social
changes, including a higher degree of sexual promiscuity, the spread of prostitution, and the
concomitant high frequency of genital ulcer diseases (such as syphilis) in nascent colonial
cities. While transmission rates of HIV during vaginal intercourse, are low under regular
circumstances, they are increased many fold if one of the partners suffers from a sexually
transmitted infection resulting in genital ulcers. Early 1900s colonial cities were notable due
to their high prevalence of prostitution and genital ulcers, to the degree that, as of 1928, as
many as 45% of female residents of eastern Kinshasa were thought to have been
prostitutes, and, as of 1933, around 15% of all residents of the same city were infected by
one of the forms of syphilis.
An alternative view holds that unsafe medical practices in Africa during years following World
War II, such as unsterile reuse of single use syringes during mass vaccination, antibiotic and
anti-malaria treatment campaigns, were the initial vector that allowed the virus to adapt to
humans and spread.
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The earliest well documented case of HIV in a human dates back to 1959 in the Congo. The
virus may have been present in the United States as early as 1966.

Spread of HIV
HIV is spread primarily by:


Not using a condom when having sex with a person who has HIV. All unprotected
sex with someone who has HIV contains some risk. However:
o

Unprotected anal sex is riskier than unprotected vaginal sex.

o

Among men who have sex with other men, unprotected receptive anal sex is
riskier than unprotected insertive anal sex.



Having multiple sex partners or the presence of other sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) can increase the risk of infection during sex. Unprotected oral sex can also
be a risk for HIV transmission, but it is a much lower risk than anal or vaginal sex.



Sharing needles, syringes, rinse water, or other equipment used to prepare illicit
drugs for injection.



Being born to an infected mother—HIV can be passed from mother to child during
pregnancy, birth, or breast-feeding.

Less common modes of transmission include:


Being “stuck” with an HIV-contaminated needle or other sharp object. This risk
pertains mainly to healthcare workers.



Receiving blood transfusions, blood products, or organ/tissue transplants that are
contaminated with HIV. This risk is extremely remote due to the rigorous testing of
the U.S. blood supply and donated organs/tissue.



HIV may also be transmitted through unsafe or unsanitary injections or other medical
or dental practices. However, the risk is also remote with current safety standards in
the U.S.



Eating food that has been pre-chewed by an HIV-infected person. The
contamination occurs when infected blood from a caregiver’s mouth mixes with food
while chewing. This appears to be a rare occurrence and has only been documented
among infants whose caregiver gave them pre-chewed food.



Being bitten by a person with HIV. Each of the very small number of cases has
included severe trauma with extensive tissue damage and the presence of blood.
There is no risk of transmission if the skin is not broken.



Contact between broken skin, wounds, or mucous membranes and HIV-infected
blood or blood-contaminated body fluids. These reports have also been extremely
rare.



There is an extremely remote chance that HIV could be transmitted during “French”
or deep, open-mouth kissing with an HIV-infected person if the HIV-infected person’s
mouth or gums are bleeding.



Tattooing or body piercing present a potential risk of HIV transmission, but no cases
of HIV transmission from these activities have been documented. Only sterile
equipment should be used for tattooing or body piercing.
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There have been a few documented cases in Europe and North Africa where infants
have been infected by unsafe injections and then transmitted HIV to their mothers
through breastfeeding. There have been no documented cases of this mode of
transmission in the U.S.

HIV cannot reproduce outside the human body. It is not spread by:


Air or water.



Insects, including mosquitoes. Studies conducted by CDC researchers and others
have shown no evidence of HIV transmission from insects.



Saliva, tears, or sweat. There is no documented case of HIV being transmitted by
spitting.



Casual contact like shaking hands or sharing dishes.



Closed-mouth or “social” kissing.

All reported cases suggesting new or potentially unknown routes of transmission are
thoroughly investigated by state and local health departments with assistance, guidance,
and laboratory support from CDC.

Prevention of HIV
Because the most common ways HIV is transmitted is through anal or vaginal sex or sharing
drug injection equipment with a person infected with HIV, it is important to take steps to
reduce the risks associated with these. They include:


Know your HIV status. Everyone between the ages of 13 and 64 should be tested for
HIV at least once. If you are at increased risk for HIV, you should be tested for HIV at
least once a year.
o

If you have HIV, you can get medical care, treatment, and supportive services
to help you stay healthy and reduce your ability to transmit the virus to others.

o

If you are pregnant and find that you have HIV, treatments are available to
reduce the chance that your baby will have HIV.

HIV types, groups and subtypes
Difference between HIV-1 and HIV-2
There are two types of HIV: HIV-1 and HIV-2. Both types are transmitted by sexual contact,
through blood, and from mother to child, and they appear to cause clinically indistinguishable
AIDS. However, it seems that HIV-2 is less easily transmitted, and the period between initial
infection and illness is longer in the case of HIV-2.
Worldwide, the predominant virus is HIV-1, and generally when people refer to HIV without
specifying the type of virus they will be referring to HIV-1. The relatively uncommon HIV-2
type is concentrated in West Africa and is rarely found elsewhere.
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Subtypes of HIV-1.
The strains of HIV-1 can be classified into four groups: the "major" group M, the "outlier"
group O and two new groups, N and P. These four groups may represent four separate
introductions of simian immunodeficiency virus into humans.

The different levels of HIV classification.
Group O appears to be restricted to west-central Africa and group N - a strain discovered in
1998 in Cameroon - is extremely rare. In 2009 a new strain closely relating to gorilla simian
immunodeficiency virus was discovered in a Cameroonian woman. It was designated HIV-1
group P. More than 90 percent of HIV-1 infections belong to HIV-1 group M and, unless
specified, the rest of this page will relate to HIV-1 group M only.
Within group M there are known to be at least nine genetically distinct subtypes (or clades)
of HIV-1. These are subtypes A, B, C, D, F, G, H, J and K.
Occasionally, two viruses of different subtypes can meet in the cell of an infected person and
mix together their genetic material to create a new hybrid virus (a process similar to sexual
reproduction, and sometimes called "viral sex"). Many of these new strains do not survive for
long, but those that infect more than one person are known as "circulating recombinant
forms" or CRFs. For example, the CRF A/B is a mixture of subtypes A and B.
The classification of HIV strains into subtypes and CRFs is a complex issue and the
definitions are subject to change as new discoveries are made. Some scientists talk about
subtypes A1, A2, A3, F1 and F2 instead of A and F, though others regard the former as subsubtypes.

Subtypes E and I
One of the CRFs is called A/E because it is thought to have resulted from hybridization
between subtype A and some other "parent" subtype E. However, no one has ever found a
pure form of subtype E. Confusingly, many people still refer to the CRF A/E as "subtype E"
(in fact it is most correctly called CRF01_AE).
A virus isolated in Cyprus was originally placed in a new subtype I, before being reclassified
as a recombinant form A/G/I. It is now thought that this virus represents an even more
complex CRF comprised of subtypes A, G, H, K and unclassified regions. The designation
"I" is no longer used.
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Different subtypes and CRFs.
The HIV-1 subtypes and CRFs are typically associated with certain geographical regions,
with the most widespread being subtypes A and C. As studies have shown, individuals are
increasingly presenting with sub-types not native to the country of diagnosis. For example, a
rise of non-B sub-types among men who have sex with men (MSM) in the UK has been
identified.


Subtype A and CRF A/G predominate in West and Central Africa, with subtype A
possibly also causing much of the Russian epidemic.



Historically, subtype B has been the most common subtype/CRF in Europe, the
Americas, Japan and Australia and is the predominant sub-type found among MSM
infected in Europe. Although this remains the case, other subtypes are becoming
more frequent and now account for at least 25 percent of new HIV infections in
Europe.



Subtype C is predominant in Southern and East Africa, India and Nepal. It has
caused the world's worst HIV epidemics and is responsible for around half of all
infections.



Subtype D is generally limited to East and Central Africa. CRF A/E is prevalent in
South-East Asia, but originated in Central Africa. Subtype F has been found in
Central Africa, South America and Eastern Europe. Subtype G and CRF A/G have
been observed in West and East Africa and Central Europe.



Subtype H has only been found in Central Africa; J only in Central America; and K
only in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Cameroon.

As a Belgium study highlighted, local epidemics can be better understood if sub-types,
patient demographics and transmission routes are recorded. Furthermore, the availability of
this data can be used to target risk groups more accurately and to improve the effectiveness
of prevention strategies.

Will more subtypes appear in future.
It is almost certain that new HIV genetic subtypes and CRFs will be discovered in the future,
and indeed that new ones will develop as virus recombination and mutation continue to
occur. The current subtypes and CRFs will also continue to spread to new areas as the
global epidemic continues.

Implications of variability
Subtype’s affect disease progression
A study presented in 2006 found that Ugandans infected with subtype D or recombinant
strains incorporating subtype D developed AIDS sooner than those infected with subtype A,
and also died sooner, if they did not receive antiretroviral treatment. The study's authors
suggested that subtype D is more virulent because it is more effective at binding to immune
cells. This result was supported by another study presented in 2007, which found that
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Kenyan women infected with subtype D had more than twice the risk of death over six years
compared with those infected with subtype A. An earlier study of sex workers in Senegal,
published in 1999, found that women infected with subtype C, D or G were more likely to
develop AIDS within five years of infection than those infected with subtype A.
Several studies conducted in Thailand suggest that people infected with CRF A/E progress
faster to AIDS and death than those infected with subtype B, if they do not receive
antiretroviral treatment.

Differences in transmission
It has been observed that certain subtypes/CRFs are predominantly associated with specific
modes of transmission. In particular, subtype B is spread mostly by homosexual contact and
intravenous drug use (essentially via blood), while subtype C and CRF A/E tend to fuel
heterosexual epidemics (via a mucosal route).
Whether there are biological causes for the observed differences in transmission routes
remains the subject of debate. Some scientists, such as Dr Max Essex of Harvard, believe
such causes do exist. Among their claims are that subtype C and CRF A/E are transmitted
much more efficiently during heterosexual sex than subtype B. However, this theory has not
been conclusively proven.
More recent studies have looked for variation between subtypes in rates of mother-to-child
transmission. One of these found that such transmission is more common with subtype D
than subtype A. Another reached the opposite conclusion (A worse than D), and also found
that subtype C was more often transmitted that subtype D. A third study concluded that
subtype C is more transmissible than either D or A. Other researchers have found no
association between subtype and rates of mother-to-child transmission.

Infection more than once
Until about 1994, it was generally thought that individuals do not become infected with
multiple distinct HIV-1 strains. Since then, many cases of people coinfected with two or more
strains have been documented.
All cases of co-infection were once assumed to be the result of people being exposed to the
different strains more or less simultaneously, before their immune systems had had a
chance to react. However, it is now thought that "superinfection" is also occurring. In these
cases, the second infection occurred several months after the first. It would appear that the
body's immune response to the first virus is sometimes not enough to prevent infection with
a second strain, especially with a virus belonging to a different subtype. It is not yet known
how commonly superinfection occurs, or whether it can take place only in special
circumstances.

Treatment implications
Although most current HIV-1 antiretroviral drugs were designed for use against subtype B,
there is no compelling evidence that they are any less effective against other subtypes.
Nevertheless, some subtypes may be more likely to develop resistance to certain drugs, and
the types of mutations associated with resistance may vary. This is an important subject for
future research.
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The effectiveness of HIV-1 treatment is monitored using viral load tests. It has been
demonstrated that some viral load tests are sensitive only to subtype B and can produce a
significant underestimate of viral load if used to process other strains. The latest tests do
claim to produce accurate results for most Group M subtypes, though not necessarily for
Group O. It is important that health workers and patients are aware of the subtype/CRF they
are testing for and of the limitations of the test they are applying.
Not all of the drugs used to treat HIV-1 infection are as effective against HIV-2. In particular,
HIV-2 has a natural resistance to NNRTI antiretroviral drugs and they are therefore not
recommended. As yet there is no FDA-licensed viral load test for HIV-2 and those designed
for HIV-1 are not reliable for monitoring the other type. Instead, response to treatment may
be monitored by following CD4+ T-cell counts and indicators of immune system
deterioration. More research and clinical experience is needed to determine the most
effective treatment for HIV-2.

The Geno-Sen’s HIV-1 Quantification Kit for Human immunodeficiency virus type 1
(HIV-1) genomes is designed for in vitro quantification of reverse transcribed most
common HIV-1 genotypes [A, B, C, D1(D), D2(A), D3(D), E1(AE), H, O1(O) and
O2(O)] via the RNA coding for the Ltr gene.
The Geno-Sen’s HIV-1 Quantification assay is developed for laboratory scale or
high-throughput quantitative transcript analysis by real time quantitative fluorescence
PCR.
Geno Sen’s standardized ready-to-use Control and Reaction mix allow fast
processing of the samples.
Samples which can be used for Extraction: Whole Blood, plasma, serum, tears,
semen etc.

4. Precautions for PCR
The following aspects should always be taken care of:


Store positive material (Specimens, Standards or amplicons) separately from
all other reagents and add it to the reaction mix in a separate facility.



Thaw all components thoroughly at room temperature before starting the
assay.



When thawed, mix the components and centrifuge briefly.



Work quickly on ice or in the Cooling Block.



All the reagents including the NTC (except for standards & specimens) should
be mixed & dispensed in pre-mix area.



All the standards & specimens should be mixed & dispensed in extraction
area.



Use pipette tips with filters only.
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Always use disposable powder-free gloves

5. Additionally Required Materials and Devices


RNA isolation kit (see 8.a. RNA extraction)



0.2 ml PCR tubes for use with 36-well rotor (Corbett Research, Cat.-Nr.: SE1003F) alternatively 0.1 ml PCR tubes for use with 72-well rotor (Corbett
Research, Cat.-Nr.: ST-1001)



Micro Pipettes Variable Volume 2-20µl, 10-100µl, 100-1000µl,



Sterile pipette tips with aerosol barrier 2-20µl, 10-100µl, 100-1000µl,



Disposable powder-free gloves



Vortex mixer



Centrifuge Desktop with rotor for 1.7 ml reaction tubes



Rotor Gene™ 2000, 3000 or Rotor Gene™ 6000, Corbett Research (The
Real time PCR Instrument)

6. Principle of Real-Time PCR
The robust assay exploits the so-called Taqman principle. During PCR, forward and
reverse primers hybridize to a specific sequence product. A TaqMan probe, which is
contained in the same reaction mixture and which consists of an oligonucleotide
labeled with a 5'-reporter dye and a downstream, 3'-quencher dye, hybridizes to a
target sequence within the PCR product. A Taq polymerase which possesses 5' - 3'
exonuclease activity cleaves the probe. The reporter dye and quencher dye are
separated upon cleavage, resulting in an increase in fluorescence for the reporter.
Thus, the increase in fluorescence is directly proportional to the target amplification
during PCR.

7. Description Of the Product.
The Geno-Sen’s HIV-1 PCR Reagents constitute a ready to use system for
detection and quantification of HIV-1using Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in the
Rotor Gene 2000/3000/6000 (Corbett Research). The Specific Master mix contains
reagents and enzymes for the specific amplification of HIV-1 and for the direct
detection of the specific amplicon in fluorescence channel Cycling A.FAM of the
Rotor Gene 2000/3000/6000 & the Reference gene on Cycling A. Joe. External
positive Standards (HIV S 1-5) are supplied which allow the determination of the
gene load. For further information, please refer to section 8.c Quantitation.

8. Procedure
8.a RNA Extraction
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RNA Extraction kits are available from various manufacturers. Sample volumes for
the RNA Extraction procedure depend on the protocol used. Please carry out the
RNA Extraction according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The recommended
Extraction kits are the following:

Sample
Material

Nucleic Acid Isolation Kit

Cat.
Num.

Serum,plasma,
Whole
Blood,semen,
tears

Geno Sen’s ® Viral RNA Extraction
Mini Kit (Columns based)

98001 or
98002

Genome Diagnostics
Pvt. Ltd. India.

52904

QIAGEN

OR
QIAamp Viral RNA Mini extraction Kit
(50)

The Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG Kit has been optimized with the above
mentioned extraction kit. The Geno Sen’s ® Viral RNA Extraction Mini Kit provides a
relatively higher yield than most of the commercial extraction kits available on the
world market & hence is the preferred Kit for extraction of Viral RNA. However the
customer can use their own extraction systems depending on how good the yield is.
Always use an extraction kit with a higher RNA yield otherwise the low positives will
not be detected.
Blood collection tubes coated with anticoagulants may inhibit the PCR, However
these inhibitors will be eliminated by the use of the isolation kits given above. It is
recommended to avoid the usage of heparin blood.
When using Extraction protocols with ethanol-containing washing buffers, please
carry out an additional centrifugation step before the elution to remove any
remaining ethanol. This prevents possible inhibition of PCR.
The HIV-1 Rotor Gene PCR Reagents should not be used with phenol based
isolation methods.

8.b

Inhibition Control:

Inhibition Control Gene allows the user to determine & control possible PCR
inhibition. The Inhibition Control gene reagents are in built in the premix provided
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and need not be run separately. There is need to add internal control Gene in the
reaction mix which has been provided as IC-1 RG (R3). To add the IC Gene
0.5μl/rxn of R3 is added to the premix as shown in the Figure 4 & 5. The results can
be visualized in the Joe channel. However if there is a need for the Internal control to
be used as an extraction efficiency control, then 5 μl of R3 i.e. Inhibition control
should be added to each sample before adding the Buffer MBR in the extraction
process.
However in such a case, the IC-1 (R3) should not be mixed with the pre-mix as
described above & instead 0.5 μl/rxn Molecular Grade water should be added to the
pre-mix.
Also Note that in such a case there will be no amplification of Internal control in the
Joe Channel in the NTC, & Standards. There will only be amplification in the Joe
Channel in the Samples to which the IC-1 (R3) has been added before extraction.
Whereas if the IC-1 (R3) is added to the premix then there will be amplification in Joe
Channel in all the samples, standards & NTC.

8.c

Quantitation

The quantitation standards provided in the kit (HIV S 1-5) are treated in the same
way as extracted samples and the same volume is used i.e. (15µl) instead of the
sample. To generate a standard curve in the RotorGene™ 2000/3000/6000, all 5
Standards should be used as defined in the menu window Edit Samples of the
RotorGene™ software. The same should also be defined as standards with the
specified concentrations (see RotorGene™ Manual). The standard curve generated
as above can also be used for quantitation in subsequent runs, provided that at least
one standard is used in the current run. For this purpose, the previously generated
standard curve needs to be imported (see Rotor Gene™ 2000/3000/6000 Manual).
However, this quantitation method may lead to deviations in the results due to
variability between different PCR runs & due to varying Reaction efficiencies.
Attention: The standards are defined as IU/µl. The following formula has to be
applied to convert the values determined using the standard curve into IU/ml of
sample material:

Result (IU/ml) =

Result (IU/µl) x Elution Volume (µl)
______________________________________
Sample Volume (ml)
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Or else direct conversion can be done keeping in mind the starting volume of the
sample & the final eluted Volume e.g.
In case Geno Sen’s ® Viral RNA Extraction Mini Kit is being used where the starting volume
is 150µl & the final Eluted Volume is 60µl then to obtain the direct values i.e. IU/ml for the
patient samples the following values for the standards can be fed directly into the operating
software which is again based on the above formula and will yield direct conversion of per ml
of patient sample data.
105 IU/l =
104 IU /l =
103 IU /l =
102 IU /l =
101 IU /l =

S1:
S2:
S3:
S4:
S5:

40000000 IU /ml
4000000 IU /ml
400000 IU /ml
40000 IU /ml
4000 IU /ml

In case of Qiagen Viral RNA extraction kit is being used where the starting volume is
140µl & the final Eluted Volume is 50µl then to obtain the direct values i.e. IU/ml for
the patient samples the following values for the standards can be fed directly into the
operating software which is again based on the above formula and will yield direct
conversion of per ml of patient sample data.
S1:
S2:
S3:
S4:
S5:

8.d

105 IU/l =
104 IU/l =
103 IU/l =
102 IU/l =
101 IU/l =

35750000 IU/ml
3575000 IU/ml
357500 IU/ml
35750 IU/ml
3575 IU/ml

Preparation for PCR & amplification.

First make sure that the Cooling Block (accessory of the Rotor Gene™, Corbett
Research) is pre-cooled to +4°C in a Refrigerator or Deep Freezer. Place the desired
number of PCR tubes into the Cooling Block. Make sure that the tubes for standards
& at least one negative control (Water, PCR grade) are included per PCR run. To
generate a standard curve, use all supplied Standards (HIV S 1-5) for each PCR run.
Before each use, all reagents need to be thawed completely and mixed (by pipetting
or by brief vortexing).
Please follow the pipeting scheme mentioned below for each sample depending
upon the number of samples a mix can be prepared as follows. Each sample
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HIV-1 Super mix
7 µL (R1)

Mg. Sol HIV-1
2.5 µL (R2)

IC-1 (R3) RG
0.5 µL

COMPLETE
PREMIX
10µL

ADD.
15 µL
RNA or
Standard

For amplification
Fig. 4.
Depending upon the number of samples the following pipetting scheme can be followed. e.g. for 10
rxns.
HIV-1 MASTER MIX
HIV-1 Super Mix
(R1)
HIV-1 Mg Sol. (R2)
IC-1 (R3) RG
Total

1 rxns.
7 µL

10 rxns.
70 µL

2.5 µL
0.5 µL
10µL

25 µL
5 µL
100µL

Fig. 5.
Pipette 10 µl of the Master Mix into each labelled PCR tube. Then add 15 µl of the earlier extracted
RNA to each sample tube and mix well by pipeting up and down. Correspondingly, 15 µl of the
Standards (HIV S1-5) must be used as a positive control and 15 µl of water (Water, PCR grade) as a
negative control. Close the PCR tubes and transfer the same into the rotor of the
RotorGene™ instrument. The RotorGene™ software versions 5.0.53 and higher require a Locking
Ring (accessory of the RotorGene™, Corbett Research) to be placed on top of the rotor to prevent
accidental opening of the tubes during the run.

8.e.

Programming the RotorGene™ 2000/3000

The RotorGene™ 2000/3000 PCR program for the detection of HIV-1 can be divided into following
steps:
A. Setting of general assay parameters & reaction volume
B. Thermal Profile & Calibration
C. Cycling profile/ cDNA synthesis & Initial activation of the Hot Start enzyme
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D. Cycling for Amplification of cDNA
E. Adjustment of the sensitivity of the fluorescence channels.
F. Starting of the Rotor Gene™ run
Program the RotorGene™ 2000/3000 for these 5 steps according to the parameters shown in Fig. 621. All specifications refer to the RotorGene™ software version 6.0.33. Please find further information
on programming the RotorGene™ in the RotorGene™ 2000/3000 Operator’s Manual,. In the
illustrations these settings are shown by arrows
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Setting of general assay parameters & Reaction volume.
First, confirm whether the PCR tubes used are No Domed PCR tubes by clicking in
the box as shown in the figure. Please note that tubes with domes cannot be used in
Rotor gene hence click in the box as shown below.

Fig. 6.

Confirmation of Reaction Volume as follows.

Fig. 7. Setting of general assay parameters.



Please click on the volume buttons to make sure that 25l is reflected in the window
as shown above.
Then click next and a new window will open as shown below.
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THERMAL PROFILE & CALIBRATION:
Here the thermal profile for the assay will be defined.

Fig. 8.
Programming the temperature profile is done by activating the button Edit
Temperature Profile in the next New Experiment Wizard menu window as shown
above.

CYCLING PROFILE: First hold 50°C for 15 minutes i.e. cDNA
synthesis step as below

Fig. 9
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CYCLING PROFILE: Second hold 95°C for 10 minutes as below

Fig. 10. Initial activation of the Hot Start enzyme.
Setting up of denaturation step in the cycling profile as depicted below i.e.
95°C for 15 seconds.

Fig. 11.
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Setting up of Anneling step in the cycling profile as depicted below i.e. 55°C for
20 Seconds and defining the Data acquiring channel i.e FAM & JOE

Fig. 12.
Setting up of Extension step in the cycling profile as depicted below i.e. 72°C
for 15 Seconds

Fig. 13.
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Setting up of Number of Cycles to 45 cycles in the cycling profile as depicted
below.

Fig. 14.
Final Confirmation of the Thermal profile by pressing OK button as shown
below.

Fig. 15.
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Setting the gains for the acquiring channel by clicking at the Calibrate button
as shown below.

Fig. 16.
The detection range of the fluorescence channels has to be determined according to the fluorescence
intensities in the PCR tubes. This adjustment is done in the menu window Auto Gain Calibration
Setup (activation in menu window New Experiment Wizard under Calibrate). Please set the calibration
temperature to the annealing temperature of the amplification program (compare Fig. 17).

Adjustment of the fluorescence channel sensitivity as shown below.

Fig. 17.
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Please do not forget to click on the box against “ Perform calibration Before 1st Acquisition.” After that
press Close and a new window will open as shown below.
The gain values determined by the channel calibration are saved automatically and are listed in the
last menu window of the programming procedure.

Fig. 18.
PRESS NEXT

Fig. 19.
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Starting of the Rotor Gene™ run.

Fig. 20:
Press Start Run Button.

Fig. 21.
SAVING THE RUN FILE AS ABOVE
Store the run file either in my documents or a designated folder as shown above.
The moment save button is clicked after the file name, machine will start.
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8.f.

Programming the RotorGene™ 6000

The RotorGene™ 6000 PCR program for the detection of HIV-1 can be divided into following steps:
G. Setting of general assay parameters & reaction volume
H. Thermal Profile & Calibration
I.

Cycling profile/ cDNA Synthesis & Initial activation of the Hot Start enzyme

J.

Cycling for Amplification of cDNA

K. Adjustment of the sensitivity of the fluorescence channels
L. Starting of the Rotor Gene™ run
Program the RotorGene™ 6000 for these 5 steps according to the parameters shown in Figures 2239 below All specifications refer to the RotorGene™ 6000 software version 1.7 Please find further
information on programming the RotorGene™ in the RotorGene™ 6000 Operator’s Manual,. In the
illustrations these settings are shown by arrows.

g) Setting of general assay parameters & Reaction volume.
Please see to it that you are in advanced mode and then click Hydrolysis
Probes.
On a double click the software will automatically go to the next function. If there is
just a single click then click new after highlighting the Hydrolysis Probes.

Fig. 22.
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Fig. 23.
First, confirm by clicking in the box as shown in the figure above whether a locking
ring has been attached. Then click next to proceed to the next step.

Confirmation of reaction Volume as follows.

Fig. 24.
 Please click on the volume buttons to make sure that 25l is reflected
in the window as shown above.
 In case required, Operators Name can be Fed into the system.
 Any Notes which need to be either printed into the Report can be typed
out in the Box of Notes.
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 Then click next and a new window will open as shown below.

h) THERMAL PROFILE & CALIBRATION:
Here the thermal profile for the assay will be defined.

Fig. 25.
Programming the temperature profile is done by activating the button Edit Profile in
the next New RUN Wizard menu window as shown above.

i)

CYCLING PROFILE: First hold 50°C for 15 minutes i.e. cDNA
synthesis step as below

Fig. 26.
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Second hold 95°C for 10 minutes as below

Fig. 27. Initial activation of the Hot Start enzyme. Generally the window will
open with the Hold Temp as 95C and the Hold Time as 10 minutes. In case it
is different then set the same to as shown above.

j) Setting the Cycling and acquisition.
When clicked on Cycling the window will open as below.

Fig. 28.
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Click on the Plus sign at the right hand as shown in the figure to make the Cycling a three step
process. A new window as shown below will be there.
Setting up of denaturation step in the cycling profile as depicted below i.e. 95°C for 15 seconds.

Fig. 29.
Setting up of Anneling step in the cycling profile as depicted below i.e. 55°C for 20
Seconds

Fig. 30.
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After setting the Anneling temperature and the time for anneling click on the
“Acquiring to Cycling A” as shown by arrow. A New window will open as shown
below.
Defining the Data acquiring channel i.e Green (FAM) & Yellow (JOE)

Fig. 31.
Highlight the Yellow and then press the right arrow. Just see before shifting the yellow to right that
there is no other channel in the right except for Green. In case any other Channel appears besides
Green on the right then the same be shifted to the left.

Confirmation of Channels as shown below.

Fig. 32.
Once the Yellow and Green Channels are on the Right side then press OK as shown by the arrow.
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Setting up of Extension step in the cycling profile as depicted below i.e. 72°C for 15
Seconds

Fig. 33.
Setting up of Number of Cycles to 45 cycles in the cycling profile as depicted below.

Fig. 34.
After setting the number of Cycles Press OK.
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k) Setting the gains for the acquiring channel by clicking at the Gain Optimisation
button as shown below.

Fig. 35
The detection range of the fluorescence channels has to be determined according to the fluorescence
intensities in the PCR tubes. This adjustment is done in the menu window Auto Gain optimization
Setup (activation in menu window New Experiment Wizard under Gain Optimization). Please set the
temperature to the annealing temperature of the amplification program (compare Fig.36 .

Fig. 36.
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The following needs to be done.







Click on the Optimise Acquiring
Click on Set temperature To Adjust the Temperature to 55C.
Click on the Box Perform Optimisation before 1st Acquisition.
Just see that below the channel settings there appear only two channels i.e. Green
and Yellow. In case it is different then the channels have not been set properly. Close
the window and reset the channels.
Then Press Close.
The press Next as shown below.

Fig. 37.
L) PRESS Start RUN

Fig. 38.
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Saving the RUN File.

Fig. 39.
Store the run file either in my documents or a designated folder as shown above.
The moment save button is clicked after the file name, machine will start.

9. Generated Data Interpretation & Analysis

a) For Rotor Gene 2000/3000
Data analysis is performed with the RotorGene™ software according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (RotorGene™ 3000 Operator’s Manual).
The following results are possible:

1. A signal is detected in fluorescence channel Cycling A.FAM.
The result of the analysis is positive: The sample contains HIV-1 RNA.
2. In fluorescence channel Cycling A.FAM no signal is detected.
No HIV-1 RNA detectable. It can be considered negative if there is amplification
in the Joe Channel. Please refer for details on PCR inhibition in the section
PCR inhibition.
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S5
S4
S3
S2
S1

NTC

Threshold

Positive
Sample

Fig. 40: Detection of the quantitation standards (HIV-1 S 1-5) in fluorescence
channel Cycling A.FAM. NTC: non-template control.
Examples of positive and negative PCR reactions are given in the above figure.

Fig. 41.
Example of analysed data for HIV-1 where all the amplification curves can be
seen as well as The standard curve, reaction efficiency, M value etc. can be
seen and the quantitative data for the samples can be seen.
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Inhibition Control gene amplification.
Analyze the Joe Channel

PCR Inhibition
A signal is detected in fluorescence channel Cycling A. Joe: No PCR inhibition
In fluorescence channel Cycling A. Joe no signal is detected.
But signal detected in FAM: The sample is positive for HIV-1 RNA.
In fluorescence channel Cycling A. Joe no signal is detected.
No signal detected in FAM as well: A possible PCR inhibition has occurred.

9. b) Generated Data Interpretation & Analysis For Rotor Gene 6000
Data analysis is performed with the RotorGene™ software according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (RotorGene™ 6000 Operator’s Manual).
The following results are possible:

A signal is detected in fluorescence channel Cycling A.Green.
The result of the analysis is positive: The sample contains HIV-1 RNA.
In fluorescence channel Cycling A.Green no signal is detected.
No HIV-1 RNA detectable. It can be considered negative if there is amplification
in the Yellow Channel. Please refer for details on PCR inhibition in the section
PCR inhibition.
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Positive
Sample

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

NTC

Threshold

Fig. 42: Detection of the quantitation standards (HIV-1 S 1-5) in fluorescence
channel Cycling A.Green. NTC: non-template control.
Examples of positive and negative PCR reactions are given in the above figure.

Fig. 43.
Example of analysed data for HIV-1 where all the amplification curves can be
seen as well as The standard curve, reaction efficiency, M value etc. can be
seen and the quantitative data for the samples can be seen.
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Inhibition Control gene amplification.
Analyze the Yellow Channel

PCR Inhibition
A signal is detected in fluorescence channel Cycling A. Yellow: No PCR inhibition
In fluorescence channel Cycling A. Yellow no signal is detected.
But signal detected in Green: The sample is positive for HIV-1 RNA.
In fluorescence channel Cycling A. Yellow no signal is detected.
No signal detected in Green as well: A possible PCR inhibition has occurred.

10.

Troubleshooting

a) For Rotor Gene 2000/3000
1. No signal with positive Standards (HIV-1 S 1-5) in fluorescence channel
Cycling A.FAM.


Incorrect programming of the Rotor-Gene™ 2000/3000.
 Repeat the PCR with corrected settings.

2. Weak or no signal in fluorescence channel Cycling A. FAM:


The PCR conditions do not comply with the protocol.
 Repeat the PCR with corrected settings.



The HIV-1 Super Mix R1 has been thawed and frozen too often.



The HIV-1 Super Mix R1 has been kept at +4°C for longer than 5 hours.
 Please mind the storage conditions given in the Storage.
 Repeat the assay using a new HIV-1 super mix (R1).



The PCR was inhibited.
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 Make sure that you use a recommended extraction method (see 8.a. RNA
extraction) and stick closely to the manufacturer’s instructions.

10. b)

For Rotor Gene 6000

1. No signal with positive Standards (HIV-1 S 1-5) in fluorescence channel
Cycling A.Green.


Incorrect programming of the Rotor-Gene™ 6000.
 Repeat the PCR with corrected settings.

2. Weak or no signal in fluorescence channel Cycling A. Green:


The PCR conditions do not comply with the protocol.
 Repeat the PCR with corrected settings.



The HIV-1 Super Mix R1 has been thawed and frozen too often.



The HIV-1 Super Mix R1 has been kept at +4°C for longer than 5 hours.
 Please mind the storage conditions given in the Storage.
 Repeat the assay using a new HIV-1 super mix (R1).



The PCR was inhibited.
Make sure that you use a recommended extraction method (see 8.a. RNA
extraction) and stick closely to the manufacturer’s instructions.

11. Specifications
11.a

Analytical Sensitivity and Reproducibility

In order to determine the sensitivity of the Geno Sen’s

®

HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG

Kit, a dilution series has been set up from 107 IU/ul down to 2 x 10-1 IU/l of HIV-1 InVitro Transcription and analyzed with the Geno Sen’s

®

HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG

kit. The assays were carried out in triplicate except for the last dilution run in 5 tubes.
The results were determined by a probit analysis. The detection limit as determined
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for Geno Sen’s

®

HIV-1 Real Time PCR (Step One™/Step One Plus™ ABI) Kit is

consistently 80 IU/ml. This means that there is 95% probability that 80 IU/ml will be
detected.
Analytical Sensitivity in Conjunction with the Geno Sen’s ® Viral RNA Extraction Mini Kit —
for RNA purification (Cat . No. 98001) of the Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG Kit
on Rotor Gene™ was determined by Spiking a known negative Serum to a nominal 150
IU/ml. This was subjected to extraction using the Geno Sen’s ® Viral RNA Extraction Mini
Kit — for RNA purification (Cat . No. 98001) eight times with starting volume of 150l &
elution volume of 60l.
All the Eight extractions were then analyzed with the Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time PCR
RG Kit along with the standards & the NTC.

All the eight extractions were amplified correctly & the mean value obtained for the
eight replicates was 153 IU/ml.
Hence Analytical Sensitivity in Conjunction with the Geno Sen’s ® Viral RNA Extraction Mini Kit
— for RNA purification (Cat . No. 98001) of the Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG Kit
on Rotor Gene was determined to be 150 IU/ml.

11.b

Specificity
®

The specificity of the Geno Sen’s HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG Kit is ensured by selection
of very specific Primers & probes. This is also ensured by stringent reaction conditions. The
primers & probes were blasted for possible homologies to all sequences published in the
GeneBank. It was found that the primers & probes are very specific to all the subtypes of
HIV-1.
To further Validate the stringent data In order to check the specificity of the Geno Sen’s ®
HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG Kit, different RNA & DNA listed below were analyzed with
Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG Kit. None of these led to a positive signal with
the Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG Kit.
Vericella Zoster Virus
Human Herpes Virus 6
Human Herpes Virus 7
Cytomagalovirus
Hepatitis B Virus
Hepatitis A Virus
HCV
Epstein barr Virus
Hepatitis E Virus
Dengue
HSV 1 DNA

HIV 2
Parvovirus B 19
TTV
West Nile Virus
EnteroVirus
Hantaan Virus
JEV
Chikungunya
H. Influenza
Malaria
HSV 2 DNA

N. Meningitis
S. Pneumonia
Chlamydia pneumonia
MTb DNA
B.pseudomallie
Staphylococcus aureus
Salmonella enteritidis
Scrub typhus
Leptospira interrogans.
Leprosy

In order to validate the Specificity further with wet lab testing the following Known
clinical samples were analyzed using the Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG
KitON Rotor Gene. The extraction was carried out with the Geno Sen’s ® Viral RNA
Extraction Mini Kit — for RNA purification (Cat . No. 98001)
The run was carried out with the known set of standards in order to quantiate the HIV-1 RNA
Gene.
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Sample Type

Serum

Plasma

High +ve’s
Medium +ve’s
Low +ve’s
Extremely low +ve’s
Negative samples.

6
20
12
3
6
47

2
12
6
2
6
28

Whole
Blood
2
2
2
6

All the above samples were correctly identified by the Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time
PCR RG kit & all the 5 extremely low samples were accurately detected by the Geno Sen’s
®
HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG kit & exhibited copies around 150 IU /ml or less than 150 IU/ml.

External Evaluation results:
Currently the external evaluations are being pursued & the results of the same will be
incorporated soon.

11.C

Linear Range:

The Linear range of the Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG kit was determined
by analyzing a dilution series of the HIV-1 In-Vitro Transcription ranging from
107IU/l down to 2 x 10-1 IU/l of HIV-1 In-Vitro Transcription and analyzed with the
Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time PCR RGKit.
All the Dilutions were run in triplicate except the lowest dilution which was run in 5
wells using the Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time PCR RG kit & Rotor Gene.
The Linear Range of the Geno Sen’s ® HIV-1 Real Time PCR RGKit has been
determined to cover concentrations from 107 IU/l down to 2 x 10-1 IU/l.
In terms of IU per ml this translates to 4 x 109 IU/ml down to 80 IU/ml.

Conversion of IU to Genome Copies/ml
As per the Latest WHO report on Standardization of the NAT assays One IU of
HIV-1 is equal to 0.5 Genome Copies.
Hence for conversion of Patient results to genome copies/ml the results
obtained in IU/ml should be divided by 2 to obtain GEQ.

12. Warranty::
Products are guaranteed to confirm to the quality and content indicated on each vial
and external labels during their shelf life. Genome Diagnostics Pvt. Ltd. obligation
and purchaser’s rights under the warranty are limited to the replacement by Genome
Diagnostics Pvt. Ltd of any product that is shown defective in fabrication, and that
must be returned to Genome Diagnostics Pvt. Ltd Freight prepaid, or at Genome
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Diagnostics Pvt. Ltd. option, replacement of the purchasing price. Any complaint on
damaged goods during transport must be directed to the handling or transport agent.
In Vitro Diagnostic Medical device, as per the Directive 98/79/EC specifications.
This product must be used by qualified professionals only. It is the responsibility
of the user to ascertain that a given product is adequate for a given application.
Any product not fulfilling the specifications included in the product sheet will be
replaced. This warranty limits our responsibility to the replacement of the
product. No other warranties, of any kind, express or implied, including without
limitation, implicit warranties of commercialization ability or adequacy for a given
purpose, are provided by Genome Diagnostics Pvt. Ltd. Genome Diagnostics
Pvt. Ltd will not be responsible for any direct, indirect, consequential or
incidental damage resulting of the use, misuses, results of the use or inability to
use any product.

13. Limitations of product use:
a.) All reagents may exclusively be used for in vitro diagnostics.
b.) The product is to be used by personnel specially instructed and trained in for the
in-vitro diagnostics procedures only.
c.) It is important to pipet the indicated quantities, and mix well after each reagent
addition. Check pipettes regularly.
d.) Instructions must be followed Correctly in order to obtain correct results. If the
user has any questions, please contact our Technical Dept. (dharam@vsnl.com
or at pbpl@vsnl.net ).
e.) This test has been validated for use with the reagents provided in the kit. The
use of other Reagents or methods, or the use of equipment not fulfilling the
specifications, may render equivocal results. User is responsible for any
modifications done in any of the indicated parameters. Compliance with the kit
protocol is required.
f.) Detection of Viral RNA depends on the number of Viruses present in the
sample, and can be affected by sample collection methods, patient-related
factors (e.g. age, symptoms), or for infection stage and sample size.
g.) False negative results may be obtained due to polymerase inhibition. It is
recommended to perform control reactions to distinguish between inhibition and
true negatives. This is achieved by the inhibition Control included in the kit.
h.) Cross contamination between samples and exogenous DNA can only be
avoided by following good laboratory practice. Instructions in this document
must be strictly followed.
i.) Attention should be paid to expiration dates printed on the kit box and labels of
all components. Do not use expired components.
If you have any further questions or problems, please contact our technical support
at dharam@vsnl.com OR pbpl@vsnl.net.
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14. LIST OF GENO-SEN’S RANGE OF REAL TIME PCR KITS
S.NO.

PRODUCT

1

HIV-1 RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

2

HBV RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

3

HCV RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

4

HCV Genotyping 1/2/3/4 RG qualitative Real time PCR kit.

5

HEV RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

6

HAV RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

7

JEV RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

8

ENTEROVIRUS RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

9

DENGUE RG quantitative Real time PCR KIT

10

HSV 1 & 2 RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

11

CMV RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

12

Hanta Virus RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

13

Measles Virus RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

14

West Nile Virus RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

15

H5 N1 (Bird Flu) RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

16

Chikungunya RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

17

TTV RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

18

SARS RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

19

JC/BK Virus RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

20

MTb Complex RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

21

MTb Complex /MOTT RG quanlitative Real time PCR kit.

22

Chlamydia pneumonia RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.
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23

Streptococcous pneumonia RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

24

N. Meningitis RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

25

H. Influenza RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

26

Leprosy RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

27

Helicobacter Pylori RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

28

Scrub Typhus RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

29

B. Pseudomalie RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

30

Filaria RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

31

Leptospira(pathogenic) RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

32

CCL3-L1 RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

33

Malaria (P. Vivax) RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

34
35

Bcr/abl Major RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.
Bcr/abl Minor RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

36

PML/RARA RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

37

RARA/PML RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

38

GAPDH RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

39

-Actin RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

40

-Globin RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

41

Abl gene RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

42

Rabies RG quantitative Real time PCR kit.

43

Factor V Leiden detection RG Real time PCR kit.
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